
2nd Grade 

 

Week 3 Videos for this lesson may be viewed here: First video sunflowers, Second Demo Video 

Lesson One: Making sunflowers, use something that is round as a pattern to trace, at least two different 

sizes of circles. (a coffee cup or glass, soup can or lid from peanut butter jar, cool whip, etc.…) Start with 

one circle in the upper part of the paper and another circle on the lower part of the paper. As you start 

to build your sunflower either use petals that are the same size or different sizes that make a pattern 

(examples below). You may also consider using smaller circles inside larger circles to add to your 

sunflower.  

Week 4 

Lesson Two: Once the center and petals are drawn, add pattern and texture to the center of your flower 

using lines and/or shapes (again see examples). Once drawing is complete trace with marker if available 

(dry erase marker is OK). To complete the background add stems and leaves to fill the space. Once 

complete almost all of the space on your paper should be filled with flowers, leaves and stems. Add 

color beginning with small areas first and work toward the larger areas. If you want to try using texture 

put your paper over something that is bumpy or slightly rough (A porch floor would work) while you 

apply color (works best with crayon).  

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/CmhFdSJnkMM
https://youtu.be/zTdIdoh4Deg


Week 5 Video for this lesson may be viewed here: Lesson Demo Insects 

Creating an insect. Using the examples and guide below, create an insect that includes three body parts, 

six legs and two pairs of wings. You should think of your insect as one that flies, bites, crawls or all three. 

Draw the larger shapes first and then add smaller shapes, patterns and detail such as eyes, antennae, 

legs… Draw with pencil first and you may use shapes to trace if you wish to do that. Trace with marker if 

available (dry erase marker is OK) and then using your plan color, add the color and any last details. Your 

insect should be about the actual size that imagine your insect to be. And, if you wish to do so, you may 

cut out the insect and add to your sunflowers.  

 

    

 

  

https://youtu.be/iMmBt_pjAKM

